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=======================================================================
In this issue:
	Tsushin Booster
	Re: Tsushin Booster
	list's rules on selling items?

=======================================================================
From: chris_covell@yahoo.ca
Date: Mon Jan 17 11:01:05 EST 2005
Subject: Tsushin Booster

Anyone rich enough willing to pitch in on a Tsushin Booster?

There's a prototype of this unit up for sale at Yahoo Japan auctions,
starting at 50,000 yen. 
http://page9.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/k13251242  It would be great
to have this dumped for emulation purposes.

Or, if any of you already have a Tsushin Booster prototype (hint hint),
why not share your knowledge with the rest of the Turbo list?

Cheers!

=====
Chris M. Covell (chris_covell@yahoo.ca)
http://www.chrismcovell.com/
Chris' Journey!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
From: AnimeAlex@aol.com
Date: Mon Jan 17 11:38:06 EST 2005
Subject: Re: Tsushin Booster

What is a Tsushin Booster?

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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From: vze29rxu@verizon.net
Date: Mon Jan 17 21:26:01 EST 2005
Subject: list's rules on selling items?

I have a duo system I want to get rid of along with some games and other 
stuff.  Ebay cancelled it twice because I had CDRs in the auction, which I 
suppose is reasonable with copyright laws.... but of course they'll do me no 
good after the system is gone so I was going to give them away with the 
package.  The second time they cancelled it, it was because of my kisado 
adapter.  Apparantly ebay has a policy on no import adapters now.  Boy was I 
pissed!

Anyways, I'm just wondering about the list's rules and policies on selling 
items through the list.  I was going to offer it as a silent auction.  How 
would that be?

Thanks for your help

DAN

--- Turbo List Information --------------------------------------------
Have questions about the Turbo systems?  Need a list of resources?
Then check out the Turbo Compendium -- your resource guide to turbo
information, http://www.runet.edu/~cguirrer/turbo1.html or issue the
command "get turbo.compendium" to the turbo list server (sans quotes)
------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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